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CS4920 1 Advanced Topics in 
Computer Science
Lecture/Lab Cole, Mark Schedule TBA by Department0/4
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Management
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DA4831 1 Flashpoints Lecture/Lab Robinson, 
Glenn
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ECE-Electrical and Computer Engineering
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GSDM-Graduate School of Defense Management
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GB4053 1 Defense Budget 
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MN3121 1 Organizational 
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IO4300 1 Planning and 
Execution of Military 
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IW3101 1 Military Operations 
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MA1114 1 Single Variable 
















MA1114 2 Single Variable 
















MA1114 3 Single Variable 















MA1114 4 Single Variable 
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MA2043 1 Introduction to 
Matrix and Linear 
Algebra
Lecture/Lab Chung, Jong Schedule TBA by Department4/0
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MAE-Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
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ME3521 1 Mechanical 
Vibration












ME3801 1 Dynamics and 
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ME4821 1 Marine Navigation Lecture/Lab Kaminer, 
Isaac
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TS3001 1 Fundamental 
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MR3522 1 Remote Sensing of 
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NS3005 1 Great Power 










NS3011 1 Research and 










NS3011 2 Research and 
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NS3710 1 Government and 




















NS4000 1 Great Power 
Competition: 
Current Policy and 
Strategy
Lecture/Lab Moltz, James Schedule TBA by Department0/2
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NS4080 1 Thesis Proposal Lecture/Lab Weiner, 
Robert
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NS4641 1 Political and Ethnic 
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International 
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NW3275 1 Joint Maritime 








NW3275 2 Joint Maritime 








NW3275 3 Joint Maritime 









NW3275 4 Joint Maritime 
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NW3276 1 Joint Maritime 
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NW3276 5 Joint Maritime 
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OC4800 1 Advanced Courses 
in Oceanography
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OS3111 1 Probability and 













OS3111 2 Probability and 
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PC3172 1 Physics of 
Weapons Systems: 
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SE3201 3 Engineering 
Systems 
Conceptualization
Lecture/Lab Dillard, John Schedule TBA by Department2/4
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SE4115 1 Combat Systems 
Integration
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SP-Space Systems Academic Group
SS3001 1 Military Applications 

























SS3051 1 Military Applications 











SS3051 2 Military Applications 
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USWAG-Undersea Warfare Academic Group
UW2001 1 History of USW Part 



















UW2003 1 Undersea Warfare – 
Yesterday, Today, 
Tomorrow
Lecture/Lab Ellis, Winford Schedule TBA by Department2/0
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